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Abstract 
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and its Applications 38 (1991) 1-19. 
A complete classification of the nontrivial knots in D” x S’ which have nontrivial D&l\ sutgvries 
yielding D’ x S’ is given, together with the surgery or surgeries on each such knot t&al produce 
D’x S’. 
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Mwduction 
Let V = D2 x S’ be a solid torus. We classify the knots in V which do p& lie: in 
3-cells in V and for which some nontrivial Dehn surgery gives D” x S’. Cve &Q 
determine, ineach case, which surgeries give D’ x S’. Previously, only “tortis knots” 
were well known to have nontrivial surgeries yielding D” x S’. However, \r\re grill 
show that there are several other infinite families of knots in D2 x S’ ~*l+Gcb also 
have nontrivial Dehn surgeries that yield II2 x S’. Perhaps the most inteaMing of 
these knots is shown in Fig. Il. There we exhibit the unique knot in D’xS’ that 
is not parallel into the boundary of D’ x S’ and for which more than one nontrivial 
Dehn surgery ields D” x S’. Gabai has determined some of these knots ifi /4& &@ 
has also classified all I-bridge braids in solid tori in [6]. Our classik%tiocl is 
independent of his, and concentrates on the subset of l-bridge braids wbkh hawe 
nontrivial surgeries yielding 6)’ x S’. 
2 J. Rerge 
This paper contains four sections. In Section 1, we classify those pairs of simple 
closed curves in the boundary of a handlebody of genus two which intersect 
transversely exactly once while each curve represents a primitive element, or 
equivalently a free generator, of the fundamental group of the handlebodg. Given 
such a pair of curves, a simple construction produces a knot K in D’ x S’ with the 
property that an integer surgery on K yields D’ x S’. 
In Section 2, we show that it follows from recent results of Gabai that every knot 
in D2 x S’ which does not lie in a 3-cell in D’ x S’ and for which some nontrivial 
Dehn surgery yields D’ x S’ can be produced by this construction. We classify these 
kn&Dts in the remainder of Section 2. 
In Section 3, we show that, with obvious exceptions, these knots are atoroidal. 
Section 4 consists of concluding remarks and some examples. 
We work in the smooth or PL category. Homology is always with integral 
coefficients. We will use the follaw$ing notation. N(X) will denote a regular neighbor- 
hood of X and 2 will denote the interior of X. We use 1x1 to denote the cardinality 
of X. If X is an orientable manifold, x will denote X with some orientation and 
then [2] will denote the homology class 2 represents. If X is a manifold with 
boundary, 8X will denote the boundary of X. If 2 is an oriented loop, 2, will 
denote the conjugacy class 2 represents in a fundamental group. 
Remark. The reader will note that we abuse notation and use the symbols A and 
B to denote free generators of the free group of rank two, as the names of handles 
of an R-R diagram and sometimes as homology coordinates. This was not done 
in an effort to confuse. 
The author wishes to thank John Rosenberg and Prof. D.R. McMillan Jr for 
helpful conversations. 
1. 
An ordered pair (m, r) of simple closed curves in the boundary of a handlebody 
H of genus two is a G-pair if m n t is a single point of transverse intersection and 
each of 6, and ?* represents a free generator of the fundamental group of H. TWO 
G-pairs are equivufeni if there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism of 
H which carries one pair onto t’ihe other. We determine all equivalence classes of 
G-pairs in this section. 
We first list some elementary lemmas which guarantee that if (m, I) is a G-pair, 
then (m, r) may be viewed as being embedded in aH in a manner which has certain 
pleasant features. Then in Theorem 1.9 and its associated diagrams we describe all 
possible G-pairs. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let H be a handlebody of genus two, D, , D2 a set of cutting disks for H 
and m’, 1 a pair of simple closed curves in aH such that the curves m’, 1, aD,, a D2 are 
in general position, 1 m’ n a D, I= 1, 1 m’naD21=0, llnaD,l=O, IlndD,I=l and 
1 m’ n I( = 0. Let (m, r) be a G-pair in aH. Then (m, r) is equivalent to a G-pair 
(m’, r’) such that the curves m’, 1, aD, , aD, and r’ are in general position and either 
Ir’naD,l= 1 and Ir’naD*l=O, or 21r’naD,(s lr’naD& Furthermore, we may 
assume that I r’ n a D, I + I r’ n Dzl = I i$l where I ?:I is the length of the freely and cyclically 
reduced word r’s in a basis of r,(H) dual to D1 and 02. 
Proof. We outline the argument. Observe that, since 6, represents a free generator 
of w,(H), there exists a set D, , D2 of cutting disks for H and a simple closed curve 
1 such that the curves m, 1, aD, , aD, are in general position, 1 m n aD,I = 1,1 m n aDzl = 
0, 11 n aD,) = 0, 11 n aDzl = 1 and Im n 11 = 0. Now, consider the Heegaard diagram 
obtained by cutting H open along D, and Dz. If I r n aD2l = 0, we see that we can 
replace D, with 0; to get Irn naD’,l= 1 and IrnaDil= 1. Otherwise, if IrnaDzl #O 
and 2ir n aD,l > jr n aD& we see that there exists a cutting disk 0; such that 
lmnaDil=l, IrnaDil<lrnaD,l and D:, Dz is a set of cutting disks for H. Here, 
we are using the fact that the Whitehead graph of a free generator has-a separating 
vertex. Since any change of cutting disks for H is induced by an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism of H and we can identify m and m’ we are done. Cl 
If H is a handlebody of genus two, a 4-tuple p = (ti’, r’, ad, 9 a&) of curves in 
a H, as in Lemma 1.1, such that ad, and a& bound disks in H is a basis for a H. 
Let p be a fixed basis for aH and identify ~rr,( H) with the free group of rank two 
generated by A and B, where the generators A and B are dual to aD, and ?ID, 
respectively. We will always assume that the members of p and the generators of 
v,(H) are oriented as in Fig. 1. 
We intend to use R-R diagrams to help classify G-pairs. The reader unfamiliar 
with such diagrams may wish to consult [8]. The diagrams arise as follows. 
Given H and a basis p = ( fi’, c ad,, a&) for a H, choose disjoint regular neigh- 
borhoods A and B in aH of m’u aD, and 1 u aD, respectively. We take these two 
disjoint punctured tori in aH as the handles of an R-R diagram D and let F be 
the annulus aH - (handle A u handle B). 
Fig. 1. 
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If a face of a handle of D is given a label (x, y), this will mean that any segment 
of an oriented simple closed curve which enters that face represents the path class 
in the generators for the homology of that handle equal to x[ r] + y[a&J in the case 
of handle B, or equal to x[ G’]+ y[&J in the case of handle A. Note that a handle 
of an R-R diagram, which is a punctured torus, never has more than three pairs 
of opposite faces, since there is a l-l correspondence between such pairs of faces 
and disjoint, nonempty classes of parallel properly embedded arcs on that punctured 
torus. 
The following lemmas help to reduce the number of cases that need to be 
considered in the proof of Theorem 1.3. In particular, the next lemma, which is the 
main result of [2], will be very useful. 
Lemma 1.2 [2]. Suppose W = A”# BP, I . . A”tlBpt~ is a free generator of the free group 
of rank two generated by A and B, where n > 1, and all of the indicated exponents are 
nonzero. Then module the trivial automorphisms which replace A with A-‘, B with B-’ 
or exchange A and B, there is an integer e > 0 such that q = cy2 = l l l = a, = t mu! 
~PbPZ,--9 PJ = k e+ 11. 
Remark. Note that, if n = 1, we may take W = AB’. 
Lemma 1.3. Let H, a basis p for 8.H and associated generators A and B for n,( H 1 
be given, as above. Then any oriented G-pair (6, P’) in aH is equivalent $0 a C$-. 
(~2, T)) which both satisjies the conclusion of Lemma 1.1 and has the property &at 
A and B appear in ?k only with nonnegative exponents. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 15 together with ihe observation that there exist 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of H which induce the automorphisms 
which replace A with A-’ or B with B-’ in P,(H). q 
Remark. From this point on, we will assume that c?H has a fixed basis /3 and fixed 
associated generators A and B for rl( H) and that any G-pair (~1, r) in 8M satiafiew 
the conclusion of Lemma 1.3. 
Lemma 1.4. Module an isotopy of r, we may assume that each co:gponent of r.71 F is 
a properly embedded nonseparating arc. 
Lemma 1.5 [8, Lemma 31. There exists an orientation preserving involution B of H 
such that J(ab,)=ad;l, l(a132)=ab;', I(rii)=ti-‘, f(r)= iv’ andP(F)=F’, 
Note that WC may assume that I leaves the handles of D invariant and Got I 
induces an involution of D which carries each face of a handle of D ants fos 
opposite face. Hence, we have: 
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Corollary 1.6. The oriented G-pairs (6, 2) and (ti-‘, 2-l j are equivalent. 
Lemma 1.7. There exists un orientation reversing homeomorphism A of H such that 
A(rii’)=S, A(c)= c A(&,)=&;’ andA(afi2)=d&‘. 
Note that A carries the G-pair (m, r) onto another G-pair (m, A(r)). Note also 
that we may assume A induces an involution of diagrams which carries the diagram 
D of (m, r) onto a diagram A(D) of (m,A(rj). 
Lemma 1.8. Let Ir n aDzl > 0. Then, modulo A, we may assume that the R-R d;’ 7::. sm 
D of the G-pair (m, r) contains a subdiagram as in Fig. 2, where the point tj at i- Xch 
r’ enters the face of handle B with label ( p, s) does not lie to the left of the point u. 
Fig. 2. a=O, 1; p>O, Q>O; @-Pt=l. 
Proof. That r” enters a face of handle B, passes through the point m n r and then 
reenters the same face of handle B follows from the invariance of m u r under I. 
Note that qs -pt = 1 is forced by our choice of orientations for the components of 
/3. Similar considerations, together with Lemma 1.2, dictate that the labels of the 
faces of handle A must be as shown and that either a = 0 or a = 1. Cl 
Theorem 1.9. Let (m, r) be a G-pair in a H. Then, modulo replacing (m, r ) by ( m, A ( r)), 
the embedding of (m, r) in d H is described by an R-R diagram which is of type 0, , 
02 oi of type 1 through VI (see Figs. 3-10). 
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Fig. 3. Diagram 0, : u =l and lrndDzl=O; fi,=A’, S=*l; ?.+=A; [i]=(l,O,S,O). 
Fig. 4. DiagramO,:a=Oand~rn~D,~=l;rii,=A~’;~~=B;[i]=(O,1,-l,0). 
(PBS) 
i- 
Fig. 5. Diagram I: a = 1 and i enters only the face of handle B with label (p, s); (p, s) = 1; fii, = A’, 
S=*l; i;c= AB”, ~222; [r’]=(O,p,& 4s). 
Remark. In diagrams III-VI r is the curve obtained by twisting the curve r’j times 
to the left about the curve T. We list with each diagram the words fi, and i* in 
the generators for r,(H) associated with @ We also list the 4-tuple (x, y, z, w) where 
[Z] = x[ 6’3 + y[ r] + z[&J + w[&]. The parameter 6 takes into account he action 
of the orientation reversing homeomorphism A. The diagrams illustrated all corre- 
spond to the case 8 = - 1. Note that each diagram shows m after an isotopy of m 
has moved m A r into the annulus E 
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Fig. 6. Diagram II: a = 0 and r’ enters only the face of handle B with label (p, s); (p, s) = 1; dii, = A’, 
s=*1; i*= BPABP,pa22; [i]=(l,2p, 8, -26s). 
r 
Fig. 7. Diagram 111: a = 0 and 3 enters only two faces of handle B; tiii, = A’, 6 = *l; t* = 
B”(AB 2”‘P)jAB”, j 2 1, p 3 1, E =fl, ~=l ifp=l; [iJ=(j+l,(j+1)(2p+E)-E,JJ,--2&(j+l)). 
Fig. 8. Diagram IV: a = I, r enters only two faces of handle B and r’cnters the second face of handle 
B more than once; $&=A$, S=kl; ?~=A5f’(ABP+‘ABP)i, j32, ~32, &=kl, ~-1 if p=2; hi]= 
(2j+r,~(2j9t)~j&,~,--P~(2j+-~)). 
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Fig. 9. Diagram V: a = 1, : enters only two faces of handle B and T enters the second face of handle 
B once; rii,=A’, 6=*1; it* =ABP(ABP)jABF+‘(ABP)jABP,j~0,p~2, ~=fl, &=l ifp=2; [i]= 
(2j+3,p(2j+3)+&, 6, -ES(2j+3)). 
I r 
- 
Fig. 10. Diagram VI: a = 0 and i enters three faces of handle B; Gi, = A’, S = *l; i’* = 
B(AB2)jAB3(AB2)jAB, jai; [i]=(2j+2,4j+S,S,S(2j+l)). 
Proof. Let N( m u r) be a regular neighborhood of (m u r) in aH. Suppose 1 r n a&l = 
0. Then a N( m u t) bounds a separating disk in H. It follows that, modulo A, (m, r) 
has an R-R diagram of type 0,. 
Next, if Ir n aDzI = 1, we see that H is homeomorphic to N( m, r) x 1. It follows 
that any two G-pairs (m, r) and (m’, t’) such that Ir n a&l = )r'n a&l = 1 are 
equivalent and they have diagrams of type Oz. 
Thus, we may now assume that Ir n aDzI 3 2. Observe that this implies. that & is 
a cyclic conjugate of a word W, as in Lemma 1.2, in the generators for r,(H) 
associated with p with n > 1 and e 2 2. In particular, B does not appear in W with 
exponent one. 
Now consider the following cases which are distinguished by whether a = 0 or 
a = 1 and the number of faces of handle B that r’ enters. The idea in each case is 
to exploit Lemma 1.2 in order to restrict he possible diagrams of a G-pair. 
Case 1: a = 1 and 3 enters only the face of handle B with label ( p, s). 
Clearly, the only possibility here is a diagram of type I. 
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Case 2: a = 0 and r‘ enters only the face of handle B with label ( p, s). 
Note that if r’ enters this face more than twice, then B will appear in the word 
W of Lemma 1.2 with exponents of the form p and 2p. This implies p = 1 which is 
impossible. Then, since Ir n aDzI 2 2, the only possibility is a diagram of type 11 
with p 2 1. However, if p = 1, the resulting G-pair (m, r) also has a diagram of type 
I. So we may restrict p to p 3 2. 
Case 3: a = 0 and r’ enters only two faces of handle B. 
The argument used in Case 2 shows that r’ must enter the face of handle B with 
label (p, E) exactly twice. This leads immediately to the diagrams of type 111. 
Case 4: a = 1 and r’ enters only two faces of handle B. 
If F enters the second face of handle B once, then the only possibilities are covered 
by diagrams of type K 
Thus, suppose r’ enters the second face of handle B more than ,once. The label 
on this face m6ust be of the form (p + E, e) where E = *l. Next, note that the cyclic 
word ?* contains consecutive appearances of AB P. An application of Lemma 1.2 
to the word obtained from ?* after applying the automorphism # which takes 
ABP+’ + A and ABP + B shows that each appearance of ABP+” in ?* mus: be 
followed by an appearance of AB9 
Now cons9der following the segments of r’ that enter the face with label (p + E, E) 
around the diagram. These form a band of parallel segments which-must eventually 
split- into two subbands. 
§uppose the left subband enters the face of handle B with label (p + E, E) whence 
the right subband enters the face of handle B with label (p, e). Then the left-most 
segment in the band represents a subword of ?* of the form AB P+‘(AB P)XAB P+E 
where x > 0 while the disjoint segment which eventually passes through the point 
m n r and continues represents ABP+'(ABP)"ABP(ABP)" . . . . (The circumflex indi- 
cates the position of m n r in 3,.) But this is impossible as an application of the 
automorphism $ and Lemma 1.2 shows. 
The only other possibility is that the band splits into two subbands at handle A, 
with the left-most segment going through m n r. Now the right-most segment 
represents ABp+E(ABp)xABPfF while the left-most represents 
ABP+‘(ABP)~(ABP)“. . . . This implies x = 1, and leads to the diagrams of type IV. 
If j = 1, the G-pair (m, r) also has a diagram of type V, so we may take j 3 2. 
Case 5: a = 0 and r’ enters three faces of handle B. 
It is easy to show that the only possible labeling of the faces of handle B compatible 
with Lemma 1.2, the fact that B does not appear in W of Lemma 1.2 with exponent 
one, and (p, q) = 1, p > 0, q > 0 is that shown in the diagrams of type VI. We also 
see that F enters the face of B with label (1,O) twice. Clearly, if r’ enters the face 
of B with label (3, -1) only once, then ?* will represent a generator of w,(H). That 
this is the only possibility follows from an argument similar to that used in Case 4. 
We consider a hypothetical band of segments of r’ starting at the face of handle B 
with label (3, - 1) and follow it around the diagram until it splits into two subbands. 
We see that each appearance of AB” in the cyclic word & must be follcwed @’ an 
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appearance of AB* and that, no matter where the band splits into subbands, ?* 
contains disjoint subwords of the form AB3( AB2)“AB3 and AB3( AB2)x+-“AB3 where 
x > 0 and y > 1 and hence & cannot be a free generator of rr,( H ). Thus this case 
yields only diagrams of type VI. 
Case 6: a = 1 and 3 enters three faces of handle B. 
In this case, BQ possible labeling of the faces of handle B is compatible with 
Lemma 1.2 and the fact that B does not appear in the word W of Lemma I.2 with 
exponent one. Thus there are no diagrams corresponding to this case. 
There are no more cases that need to be considered, so this completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.9. 0 
We now have a description of all possible G-pairs. Next, we consider whether 
any of these pairs are equivalent. 
Suppose (m, r) is a G-pair and that [r’] = A[%] + B[ r] + iS[ab,] + b[afiJ. Note 
thatOc2AcB,(A,B)=l andS=*l. 
Lemma 1.10. If there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism h of aH which 
extends to H and leaves the unoriented curve m invariant, t.k~? [h( r’)] = 
( XA + zB, yB, x6, yb + wB - xyz6) where x, y, z and w are integers and xy = f 1. 
Proof. This follows by considering the representation of the group Aut H,(aH, 2) 
in the symplectic group Sp(4,Z) described in [ 1, pp. 142-1431. One finds that the 
only matrices in Sp+(4,2) that arise from homeomorphisms satisfying the hypothesis 
of Lemma 1.10 are of the form: 
x00 0 
zyo w ( I 0 0 x -xyz 000 y 
where xy = *l. Cl 
Corollary 1.11. 7Ie integer B is an invariant of the equivalence class of the G-pair 
(m, r) and if B > 2, the integers A, d and the residue of b(mod B) are also invariants 
of the equivalence class of the G-pair (m, r). 
Proof. We may assume that 0s 2(xA+ zB) s yB. Thus y = 1 and B is invariant. 
Then if B > 2, the fact that (A, B) = 1 forces z = 0 and x = 4 J q 
Remark. The invariance of B shows that G-pairs of type 0, or 0, are not equivalent 
to each other or to G-pairs of any other type. We see that these two types each 
consist of a single equivalence class. It is also not hard to check that, in the case 
that 19 = 2, there are two equivalence classes of G-pairs which differ by an application 
of the orientation reversing homeomorphioms Qi 
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Table 1. I-Iomology classes of G-pairs 







1 A = 1, (B, 6) = 1, BS2 
0 A=1, (4 b)=2, B24 
0 A> 1, 3~ = *I such that (B+&)/A is an odd integer and 6= -2&A(mod B) 
1 A > 3, 3~ = *l such that (28+&)/A is integral and 6 = -&A(mod B) 
1 A> 1, A is odd, 3~ = *l such that (B-&)/A is integral and 6 = -&SA(mod B) 
0 A>2, A is even, B=2A+l, and b=S(A-l)(modB) 
Lemma 1.12. Let A, B, 6, b be integers uch that 0 s 2A s B, (A, B) = 1 and S = f 1. 
Table 1 gives necessary and suficient conditions that there exist a G-pair (m, r) with 
an R-R diagram of type I through VI such that [F] = A[?%] + B[ i] + s[eb,] - b[a&j. 
Proof. This is straightforward. We will do one case. Suppose (m, r) is a G-pair with 
adiagramofty~eIII,then[~]=(j+l,(j+1)(2p+&)-&,S,-2&g(j.+l))wherej~l, 
pal, ~=fl, S-=*1 and E= 1 if p = 1. Equating this 4-tuple with a 4-tuple of the 
form (A, B, b’, b), we have: A = j+ 1, B = (j+ 1)(2p + E) - E, 8’-= d and b = 
-2e6( j + l)(mod B). We see that A > 1 and 3~’ = *l such that (B + &‘)/A is an odd 
integer and b= -2&%‘A(mod_B). Conversely, given integers A, B, 6, b and E 
satisfying the constraints listed, we see that setting j = A - 1 and p = i( (B + &)/A - E) 
gives values of the parameters j, p, 6 and E which satisfy j 2 1, p 3 1, E = f 1 and 
&=l ifp=l. Cl 
Theorem 1.63. .l’f (m, r) is a G-pair, [ ?] = A[ 6’]+ B[ i] + s[ad,]-+ b[a&] and B > 2, 
then the integers A, B, 6 and the residue of b(mod B) are a complete set of invariants 
of the equivalence class of the G-pair (m, r). 
Proof. Qne direction follows from Corollary 1.11. The other direction follows by 
checking the homology coordinates of [ ?] listed with the diagrams of Theorem 1.9 
and verifying that there is at most one G-pair (m, r) such that [F] = A[6’] f 
B[ i] + 6[ad,] + b’[a&j, where b’= b(mod B). Cl 
We can now define the type of a G-pair (m, r) as the type of that R-R diagram 
which describes (m, r). 
Lemma 1.14. Let (m, r) be a G-pair which is not of type 0, or Oz. Orient (m, r) as 
in the diagrams of Theorem 1.9. Then there exists a nunzero integer k such that the 
pair (6, riik3) is also a G-pair ifand only if (m, r) is of type I and k = -26, or (m, r) 
isoftype III withj=l,p=2, e= -1 andk=dor(m,r) isoftypev withj=O,p=2, 
s=l and&=--S, 
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Proof. The pair (6, 6%) is a G-pair if and only if the word ti”i;e is a free generator 
of r,( H). Using Lemma 1.2, one checks that this happens only in the above cases. 0 
If (m, r) is a G-pair, then so is (r, m). The pair (r, m) is the dual of the pair 
(m, r). It is natural to consider the relationship between these pairs. 
Lemma 1.15. Let (m, r) and (r, m) have coordinates (A, B, S, b) and (A’, B’, S’, b’) 
respectively, in the basis /3. If B > 2, then B = B’ and (bB + 6A)( b’B’+ PA’) = 
-l(mod B’). 
This follows easily from Lemma 2.3, so we defer the proof until then. 
Assume (m, r) and (r, m) have coordinates (A, B, 6, b) and (A’, B’, G’, b’) respec- 
tively, in the basis j3, as in Lemma 1.15. Table 2 lists, in each row, the type of (m, r), 
then (A’, B’, b’, b’) and finally, the type of (r, m). It is assumed that the coordinates 
(A, B, 6, b) and (A’, B’, af, b’) always satisfy the constraints listed in Table 1, 
It is clear that, in general, (m, r) and (r, m) are not equivalent. We also see that 
(m, r) is, in general, not equivalent o (r, A(m)). 







(1, B, -4 6) 
(I, B, -6, 6) 
((B+NA, B, -E& -S(B+&)/A) if (A,E)f(2,1) 
((B-1)/2, B, 6, -S(B t3)/2) if (A,c)=(2, I), B#5 
(A, B, 6.6) if (A, B, E) = (2.5, I ); (this is self-dual) 
((ZB+&)/A, B, -E& S(ZB+&)/A) 
(these are self-dual if and only if A” = 2 B - I and E = -1) 
((B-&)/A, B,~8,25(B-&)/A) 










In this section, we show how the classification of G-pairs, completed in Section 
1, can be combined with recent results of Gabai to obtain a classification of the 
nontrivial knots in D2 x S’ which have nontrivial surgeries yielding D2 x S’. 
Let (m, r) be a G-pair in the boundary of H, let N( m u r) be a regular neighbor- 
hood of m u r in aH, let c = a N(m u r), and let M(m, r) be the manifold obtained 
by adding a two-handle to H along c. Observe that adding a two-handle to M(m, r) 
along either m or r and capping off the resulting S2 boundary component with a 
3-ball yields D2 x S’. Denote these solid tori by M( m, r)/m and A#( m, r)/r respec- 
tively. Note that if (x, y) = (m, r}, then M( m, r)/x contains a knot K, represented 
by a core of the solid torus added to M( m, r) to obtain M( m, r)/x, such that a 
Dehn surgery on K yields M( m, r)/‘y. Note that K and y are isotopic in M( m, r)/x, 
so we may take y as a representative of K. 
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We can also see that if adding a two-handle to M( m, r) along a simple closed 
curve r’ and capping off the resulting S* boundary component with a 3.ball yields 
D* x S’, then J is isotopic in aM( m, r) to a simple closed curve rrr in aH - N(C) 
such that ?g represents a free generator for ?rl( H). The reason for this is that on 
the fundamental group level we obtain a free group of rank one as the quotient of 
a free group of rank two via a single relation corresponding to ?i. It is well known 
that, in this case, ?g must represent a free generator of the free group of rank two. 
Given H with basis fi and a G-pair (m, t) in aH, we specify a framing for 
aM( m, r)/ m as follows. Let W be the solid torus obtained by adding a two-handle 
to H along m. Then r n d W is an arc (Y. Let N( (u) be a regular neighborhood of a! 
in a W. Then let t and M be simple closed curves obtained from r’ and aii, by 
piping the points of intersection of iwar), with a! ofI over the ends of a so that 
I(b&)nN(a)l=O. Note that we may view (&M) as lying in aH-N(mur). 
Then (t, M) is the desired framing for aM( m, r)/ m. 
Let V=-D* x S’ be a solid torus. A knot M in V is nontrivial if K does not lie 
in a 3-c&l in V and K is not isotopic in V to { pf) x S’. In k5], Gabai makes the 
following zdefinitions. Let W be the solid torus 90’ x S’. K is\ a Ozbtige 6r&d if K 
is isot@c in V to K’ where a W => K’. K is a l-bridge braid ,if K iCsotoI& in V 
to K’ where W 3 K’, K’ n a W is an arc transverse- to each D* x @t), and (D* x 
(pt})-l>-( K’n I@). 
Theorem 1.1 of [S] asserts that if K is a nontrivial knot in D* x S’ such that 
D* x S’ can-be obtainedreby nontrivial surgery on &then K is either a 0- or I-bri@e 
braid- in D* x S’. Furthermore, Lemma 3.5 of [S] shows that if K is not a O&bridge 
braid in D* x S’, then the only nontrivial surgeries on K which can give D* x S' 
must be integer surgeries. If K is a O-bridge braid, the surgeries on K w&h yield 
D* x S’ have been completely described by Moser in 1’73. In particular, if K is a 
O-bridge braid, there exist two integer surgeries on K which yield D* X S’. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a nontrivial knot in D* x S’ such that some nontrivial surgery 
on K gives D* x S? Then there xists a G-pair (m, r) and homeomorphism h such that 
h~(~~~(rn, r)/m)=D*xS’, hlM(m, r)=D*xS’-&(K), h(m) is the meridiain ofK 
and h(t) is isotopic to K in D* x S’. 
Proof. We :may assume K has the form of a l-bridge braid. Then W - fi( K n fi) 
is a handlebody H of genus two and the meridian of N(K) represents a generator 
of v,(H). Next, since there is an integer surgery on K which yields D* x S’, there 
exists a simple closed curve r on dH which is transverse to m such that ?* represents 
a free generator for q(H). Then D* x S’ - fi( K) retracts via an isotopy onto H 
union a two-handle added to H along the boundary of a regular neighborhood of 
murindH. Cl 
Let Ui be the standard braid group generator which gives the strings i, i + 1 of a 
braid a right-hand half twist. Let W, = 1 and let Wti = o,_~cz-~_~ L b F r~lrti if n > 1. 
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The braid We,: Wz in the braid group on n2 strings is in standard form if 2( n, - 1) G 
n2-1 and e,=*l. 
Lemma ZA, b?t (m, r) be a G-pair which is not of type 0, or 02. Suppose that 2 has 
hmr;hgy coordinates (A, B, 6, b) with respect to the basis /3. Then a standard form 
of thti braid which r represents in M( m, r)/ m is W&-, W,@’ where a is determined 
by the type of (m, r). 
Proof. Let P be a plane which contains the axis of the involution I together with 
the curves m’ and I of p in Fig. 1. Then H is homeomorphic to (H n P) x I with 
D, = (D, n P) x I and D2 = ( D2 n P) x I. View P as the plane of projection of the 
braid which r represents in M( m, r)/m. It should be clear that this braid has the 
claimed standard form. Cl 
A nontrivial simple closed curve C on a torus T with meridian fi and longitude 
L’ has slope a/b if [c] = a@]+ b[t] in H,( T, 2). If K is a braid in V = D2 x S’ 
and L’ is the longitude of a framing from 3 1: let the longitude of- a framing for 
aN( K) be that simple closed curve on aN( K) which is homologous to a positive 
multiple of [L’] in H,( V, fi( K), 2). Then if K ;=:, a knot in V and s and t are integers 
with (s, t) = 1, let K (s/ t) denote the manifold obtained from V by Dehn surgery 
of type s/t on K. If t = *l, the surgery is an integer surgery. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (m, r) be a G-pair in a H, (L, d) the framing of aM (m, r)/ m and 
suppose that i: has homology coordinates (A, B, 4, b) with respect to the basis p. Let 
fi be that simple closed curve in aM( m, r)/ m which becomes the meridian of the solid 
torusM(m,r)/r. Then fihasslope (bB+SA)/B’andM(m,r)/r= K((bB+SA)I1) 
where K is the knot that r represents in M(m, r)/m. 
Proof. Let ( 1,O) and (0,l) represent the generators [A’] and [ fi] of H,( H, 2). Then 
[t] = (-6b, l), [fi] = (SB, 0), [r5] = (6, 0), [r’] = (A, B) and the following equations 
hold in H,( H, 2). 
(bB+SA)[fi]+B’[iJ= B[?], (1) 
-(bB+SA)[6]+[?]= B[i]. (2) 
Then (1) implies that G has slope (bB + SA)/ B2 in the framing (i, A@. While (2) 
implies that -( bB + SA)[ &I+ [ ?] is the longitude of a framing for aN( K). Hence, 
the slope of r in aN(K) is (bB+SA)/l and M(m, r)/r= K((bB+SA)/l). 0 
We can now easily prove Lemma 1.15. The lemma follows from the fact that if 
fi has slope (bB+ 6A)/ B2 in the framing (i, fi) of aMim, r)/m, then M must 
have slope of the form x/ B2 with respect to a framing (f, M) of aM(m, r)/r where 
x = -(bB+SA)-‘(mod B2). 0 
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Lemma 2.4. Let (m, P) be a G-pair which is not of type 0, or Oz. The knot K which 
r represents in the solid torus M(m, r)/ m is parallel into dM(m, r)/ m if and only if 
(m, r) is of type I. 
Proof. If (m, r) is of type I, Lemma 2.2 shows that r represents a O-bridge braid in 
M( m, r)/m. Thus, suppose that the knot K which r represents is parallel into 
dM( m, r)/ m. Then there exist two integer surgeries on K which yield D2 x S’. The 
corresponding surgery curves have intersection number *2 on aN(K). Lemma 1.14 
shows that this happens only if (m, r) is of type I. Cl 
Remark. Note that if (m, r) is a G-pair of type 0, or 02, then r represents a trivial 
knot in M( m, r)/m. 
Theorem (2.5. Let V = D2 x S’ and let (L, fi) be a framing for a V. Let fi be a 
nontrivialsimple closed curve in a V such that the slope of fi is of the form PI Q where 
( P, Q)- 1 and Q > 0, then fi bounds a disk in a solid torus V obtained by Dehn 
surgery on a nontrivial knot K in V if and only if either case (1) or case (2) below 
holds. Furthermore, K is unique, except if case (2) holds with q-=4, when c with 
meridian & can be obtained by P/4 surgery on a knot K which is parallel into aV 
and by P/1 surgery on a knot K’ which is a cable about K. 
(1) There exist integers A, B, 6, b with O< 2As B, (A, B)== 1, 6 =-*l such that 
P = bB + SA, Q = B2 and A, R, 6, b satisfy one of the six classes in Table 3. 
Then K is isotopic in V to a braid with standardform W&_, Wib and V = K (P/I). 
(2) There exist integers B, 6, b, q wt:‘h (B, b) = 1, B> 1, q > 1, S = *I such that 
P = qBb+ S and Q = qB2. Then K is isotopic in V to a braid with standard form 
W,“W,‘= Wib and t= K(P/q). 
Table 3. Constraints on A, B, b 
Constraints on A, B, 6 Type a 
(1) A=l, (B&=1, Ba2 I 1 
(2) A=l, (B,6)=2, Ba4 II 0 
(3) A) I,& = Al such that (B+ &)/A is an odd integer and 6 E -2eaA(mod B) III 0 
(4) A> 3, 3~ = kl such that (2B+c)/A is integral and 6 = -&GA(mod B) IV 1 
(5) A> 1, A is odd, 3~ = l 1 such that (B-&)/A is integral and 6 = -&GA(mod B) V 1 
(6) A>2, A is even, B=2A+l, and b=a(A-l)(mod B) VI 0 
Proof. Observe that Lemma 2.1 together with Lemmas 2.3, 1.12 and 2.2 imply that 
if v can be obtained by a nontrivial integer surgery on a nontrivial knot K, then 
case (1) must hold. On the other hand, P = bB + 6A and Q = B2 for at most one 
tuple of integers (A, B, 6, b) such that (A, B) = 1,O < 2As B and 6 = f 1 provided 
19 > 2. If B = 2, the additional restriction that (& b) = 1 again Metro that (4, B, 8, b) 
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is uniquely determined. The tuple (A, B, 6, b), considered as homology coordinates, 
then determines a unique G-pair (m, r) and thus a unique knot K such that 
P= K(P/l). 
Now’, if V can be obtained by a noninteger surgery on some nontrivial knot-K 
in V, then Lemma 3.5 of [SJ implies K is a O-bridge braid. By Lemma 2.4, K is 
obtained from a G-pair of type I. Then case (2) follows either from Proposition 3.2 
of [73 or via a calculation similar to that used to obtain Lemma 2.3. 
Next, one checks that there is at most one tuple of integers (B, 6, q, 6) with 
(B&)=1, B>l, q>l, 6=&l such that P=qBb+S and Q=B*. Hence q with 
meridian fi, can be obtained by a nonintegral surgery in at most one way from at 
most one O-bridge braid. 
Finally, suppose that g can be obtained by both an integral surgery on some 
nontrivial knot K in V and a nonintegral surgery on some nontrivial knot K’ in K 
Then we must have P = 6B + SA = qB’b’+ S’ and Q = B* = qB’* for integers A, B, 6, 
b satisfying one of the six subcases in Table 3 of case (1) and integers B’, b’, 6’ 
and q satisfying case (2). A short calculation shows that this occurs if and only if 
A = 1, S = a’, B = 2B’, 6 = 26’ and q = 4. Then K is represented by the braid with 
standard form W,” W$’ while K’ is represented by the braid with standard-form 
w,8’ w,?‘= w,!‘, l-J 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose K is a &not in V = D* x S’ which is isotopic to a braid with 
standard form Wz Wz; where n2 > 2. Then there exists a nontrivial surgery on K 
yielding D* x S’ if and only if (n, , n2, -e, , -e,)=(A+a-1, B,6,6) where A, B, 6, 
b and a satisfy one of the six subcases in Table 3 of case (1) of Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. If equality holds, then there exists a corresponding G-pair (m, t) such that 
r projects to a braid in V with the given standard form. Hence there exists a nontrivial 
surgery on K yielding D* x S’. 
Conversely, if there exists a nontrivial surgery on K yielding D* x S’, then there 
exists an integer surgery on K yielding D* x S’. Hence there exists a G-pair (m, r) 
such that r projects to a braid V with the given standard form. El 
Finally, we consider the question of equivalence of these knots in D* x S’. We 
will say that two oriented knots z and z’ in D* x S’ are equivulent if there exists 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism of D* x S’ which carries z to 2’. 
Lemma 2.7. If K is a nontrivial knot in D* x S’ such that some nontrivial surgery on 
K yields D* x S’, then the oriented knots K and -K are equivalent. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 1.6. El 
Theorem 2.8. Let K and K’ be nontrivial knots in D* x S’ such that some nontrivial 
surgery on each of K and K ’ yield D* x S’ . Then K and K’ are equivalent if and only 
if there exist equivalent G-pairs ( m, r) and ( m ‘, r’) such that r represents K in 
M(m, r)/ m while r’ represents K’ in M(m’, r’)/ m’. 
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Proof. Clearly, equivalent G-pairs yield equivalent knots. So suppose K and K’ 
are equivalent. There exists a nontrivial integer surgery on K yielding a solid torus 
V whose meridian has slope P/Q with (P, Q) = 1 and Q > 0. Then, there exists an 
integer surgery on K’ yielding a solid torus whose meridian has slope P’JQ’ where 
Q’= Q and P’= P(mod Q). But th ese slopes determine homology coordinates of 
equivalent G-pairs by Theorem 2.5. 0 
Corollary 2.9. If K is a nontrivial knot in D2 x S’ such that K is not parallel into 
aD2 x S’ and there xists ruore than one nontrivial surgery on K yielding D2 x S’, then 
K is equivalent either to Wi WT3 or its mirror image WT’ W; (see Fig. 11). 
Fig. 11. W: Wj3 and JW~’ W: : the only knots in D2 x S’ that are not parallel into aD2 x S2 for which 
more than one nontrivial Dehn surgery yields D2 x S’. There is an orientation reversinghotieomorphism 
of D2 x S’ which carries W: WT3 onto W;’ W;. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.8 together with Lemmas 1.14 and 2.4. Cl 
Observe that Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 1.14 imply that the correspondence-between 
G-pairs and knots in D2 x S’ is at most wo to one. In particular, with the exception 
of the pair of mirror image knots of Corollary 2.9, we may define the type of K as 
the type of any G-pair (m, r) such that r represents K in M( m, r)/m. 
3. 
In this section, we determine which nontrivial knots K in V = D2 x S’ that have 
nontrivial surgeries yielding D2 x S’ also have the property that V- fi( K) is 
atoroidal. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose V is a solid torus, K is braided in V and T is an incompressible 
non-boundary-parallel torus in V - fi( K ). Then T bounds a solid torus W in V. 
Proof. Since K is braided in V, there exists a planar surface F such that V - A(K) 
is homeomorphic to a mapping torus of F x I. Now standard techniques can be 
used to show that T is isotopic to a torus T’ such that each component of T’ in 
F X I is an annulus of the form j x I for some noncontractible simple closed curve 
j in F. This implies T separates K and aK It follows that T bounds a solid torus 
WinV. El 
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Theorem 3.2. Let V be a solid torus and K a nontrivial knot in V such that some 
nontrivial Dehn surgery on K gives a solid torus R Then, if K is not of type I or II, 
V- R(K) is atoroidal. 
proof. Lemma 3.1 implies that if V- fi( K) contained an incompressible non- 
boundary-parallel torus T, then T would bound a solid torus W in V and- a solid 
torus r?f in t Hence there would exist a nontrivial surgery on a core C of W which 
yields t Now Theorem 2.5 implies this can happen only if C is parallel into aV 
and K is of type. II. Hence T does not exist. Next, note that it follows from the 
fact that V - k( K 9 does not contain an incompressible non-boundary-parallel torus 
that V- k(K) also does not contain an incompressible non-boundary-parallel 
annulus, Hence is V - I@ K) atoroidal. 0 
4. Coaclu03ng remarks 
If (m, r) is a G-pair, then M( m, r), M( r, m) and M( r, A(m)) are homeomorphic 
and each fibers over S’ with fiber a planar surface in a natural way. It follows from 
the fact that (m, r) is, in general, not equivalent to (r, m) or to (r, A(m)) that the 
knot which r represents in M( m, r)/m is, in general, not equivalent to either the 
knot which m represents in M( r, m)/r or to the knot which A(m) represents in
M( r, A(m))/ r. Hence, we have many examples where there is no homeomorphism 
from M( m, r) to M (r, m) or to M (r, A(m)) preserving these obvious fibers, 
This fact implies there exist many pairs of inequivalent, unoriented links of two 
components ins” with homeomorphic exteriors, These links all have one unknotted 
component, but unlike stime well-known examples, these examples remain 
inequivalent even if the links are changed by twisting about the unknotted com- 
ponents. 
Figure 12 shows a specific example of a pair of links with this property. 
Since it may be of interest, we mention that if (m, r) is a G-pair of type IV, then 
there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism of M(m, r) onto itself which 
exchanges the boundary components of M( m, r). This property also holds for some 
other G-pairs. 
Let K be a nontrivial knot in D*x S’ such that some nontrivial Dehn surgery on 
K yields D* x S’. Embedding D” x S* in S3 so that a core of D* x S’ is unknotted 
in S3 gives an infinite family of distinct knots Kr, i = 0, *I, ~2, . . . in S3. The 
surgeries on K which yielded 8” x S’ then become surgeries on Ki9 i = 0, ~4, *2,. . . 
which yield lens spaces. For example, the braids given by Wi W;3*‘i and Wi’ W;*” 
for i=O, *I, *2,... give an infinite number of distinct knots in S3 each of which 
has three Dehn surgeries yielding a manifold with a cyclic fundamental group. 
However, we also have examples of knots in 9, which do not arise in this manner, 
and which have three Dehn surgeries that yietd manifolds with cyclic fundamental 
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Fig. 12. Two inequivalent two component links in S3 with homeomorphic exteriors which remain 
inequivalent when C, is reembedded by twisting about C2. These are derived fromydthe G-pair (m, r), 
where [ ?I= (2,9, -1,4), and its dual (r, m), where [A] = (4,9, -1, -3). 
show that the bound of three such surgeries given by the Cyclic Surgery Theorem 
of [3] is sharp. 
Finally, we mention that, it appears that the knots in S3 which arise in the manner 
described above, and which are not torus knots, are the knots obtained via the 
scheme described by Fintushel and Stern in [4, pp. 48-491. 
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